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¢ ABOUT THE BILINGUAL EDUCATION  
 ASSESSMENT-----SERBO-CROATIAN 

The purpose of the Bilingual Education Assessment—Serbo-Croatian is to assess 
knowledge and skills in the following seven subareas: 

 Subarea I. Foundations of Bilingual Education 

 Subarea II. Listening Comprehension in English 

 Subarea III. Listening Comprehension in the Target Language 

 Subarea IV. Reading Comprehension in the Target Language 

 Subarea V. Written Expression in the Target Language 

 Subarea VI. Oral Expression in English 

 Subarea VII. Oral Expression in the Target Language 

The test objectives defining the content to be assessed by the Bilingual Education 
Assessment—Serbo-Croatian and a complete set of sample items presented in English are 
contained in the NYSTCE Bilingual Education Assessment—Languages Other Than 
Spanish Preparation Guide.  This supplement describes the target-language assignments.  
For each of the four target-language assignments, a sample assignment in the target 
language and a description of the expected response are provided. 
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¢ OVERVIEW OF PREPARATION GUIDE  
 SUPPLEMENT FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION  
 ASSESSMENT-----SERBO-CROATIAN 

On the following pages are: 

u Sample test directions for the constructed-response assignments in the target 
language 

u Sample constructed-response assignments, accompanied by descriptions of the tasks 
and expected responses 

u Performance characteristics and scoring scale for each constructed-response 
assignment 

On the actual test, candidates will be given different constructed-response assignments 
from those provided as samples in this preparation guide supplement. 
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¢ LISTENING COMPREHENSION IN THE  
 TARGET LANGUAGE  

Sample Test Directions  for  the Listening Comprehension  in  the  Target
 Language Assignment 
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DIRECTIONS FOR SECTION TWO 

LISTENING COMPREHENSION IN THE TARGET LANGUAGE 

 
Section Two of this test consists of a listening comprehension exercise that involves listening to a 
brief passage in the target language on audiotape and then responding in writing to an assignment 
presented in your test booklet.  The exercise will begin with directions that will be read aloud on the 
tape.  They are also printed in your test booklet.  Listen carefully to the tape and follow along in your 
test booklet.  The passage will be read twice.  Your response may be written in either the target 
language or English.  Write your response on page 3 of the answer document under "Section Two."  
Your score will be based solely on the response you write on page 3 of the answer document. 

Your response to the assignment will be evaluated on the basis of the following criteria.  Please take 
the next 30 seconds to familiarize yourself with these criteria. 

• LISTENING COMPREHENSION:  accuracy and completeness in comprehending spoken 
language  

• LISTENING INFERENCE:  demonstrated ability to infer information accurately from spoken 
language, including subtleties such as tone 

Turn the page and continue with Section Two. 



 

Sample Listening Comprehension in the Target Language Assignment
 

SUBAREA III: LISTENING COMPREHENSION IN THE TARGET LANGUAGE 
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For this section of the test, you will listen twice to a taped sample of speech in the target 
language and respond in writing to an assignment presented in your test booklet.  The taped 
speech may be an extended public announcement, an excerpt from a conversation, or some 
other example of speech encountered in a realistic context.  The assignment will require you to 
do one or more of the following tasks: 

• summarize an explicit message, 

• draw one or more inferences (e.g., the relationship among the speakers in a dialogue, the 
setting in which a message is communicated), or  

• recall one or more details. 

An excellent response will demonstrate a thorough understanding of both stated and implied 
content, including, where appropriate, such subtleties as the tone used by one or more 
speakers.  Because this exercise is designed to test your listening skills and not your writing 
ability, you may write your response in either the target language or English.  You may wish to 
use the language that is more familiar to you. 

 
  (You will hear and read in the test booklet in English:) 

 4. The following question is a listening comprehension exercise.  You will hear in the target 
language a dialogue between a student and a teacher.  After you have heard the dialogue 
twice, you will respond in writing to the assignment on page 3 of your answer document.   
It may be written in either the target language or English.  Before you hear the dialogue, 
you will be given 30 seconds to study the assignment.  Begin studying the assignment now. 

  (You will read in the test booklet in Serbo-Croatian:) 

Napišite odlomak u kojem ćete da: 

• ukratko opišete problem koji opisuje učenik i šta ga je prouzrokovalo, 

• objasnite šta je učitelj preporučio da se preduzme u vezi sa problemom, i 

• opišete šta mislite da može da se desi. 
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  (You will hear in English:) 

  Listen carefully to the following dialogue.  After you have heard it twice, respond to the 
assignment in your answer document. 

  (You will hear in Serbo-Croatian:) 

UČENIK:  Zaista trebam Vašu pomoć Nisam bio na velikom testu iz društvenih nauka u 
ponedjeljak i sada gospođa Robinson hoće da mi da negativnu ocjenu. 

UČITELJ:  Zašto nisi bio na testu?  Zar si bio bolestan? 

UČENIK:  To me pitala i gospođa Robinson, a kada sam rekao da nisam bio bolestan, rekla je da 
će mi dati negativnu ocjenu.  Ali nije mi dala vremena da joj kažem o čemu se radi. 

UČITELJ:  A o čemu se radi? 

UČENIK:  Moja majka je pala i nije mogla da se pomakne.  Morao sam da zovem hitnu pomoć i 
da pričekam dok dođu.  Bio je potpuno neočekivano.  Nisam namjerno propustio test.  Bio sam 
spreman.  Ali gospođa Robinson mi nije dozvolila da joj objasnim. 

UČITELJ:  Siguran sam da će gospođa Robinson imati razumijevanja kad shvati situaciju.  Da li 
hoćeš da ja razgovaram sa njom?  Možda ćeš morati od kuće da doneseš ispričnicu za to šta se 
desilo i onda sam siguran da ćemo da nađemo rješenje za taj test.  

UČENIK:  O, mnogo hvala.  To bi bilo odlično! 

 



 

Performance Characteristics for Listening Comprehension in the  
Target Language Assignment 
Candidate responses are scored holistically based on the extent to which the response reflects a 
command of the skills included in the following performance characteristics. 
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LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

accuracy and completeness in comprehending spoken language 

LISTENING 
INFERENCE 

demonstrated ability to infer information accurately from spoken language, 
including subtleties such as tone 

 

Scoring Scale for Listening Comprehension in the  
Target Language Assignment 
The four points of the scoring scale correspond to varying degrees of performance.  The 
following statements describe typical responses at each score point. 

Score Point Score Point Description 

4 The candidate demonstrates thorough comprehension of literal content of a sample 
of spoken language.  The candidate accurately infers information implied in a 
sample of spoken language, including correctly characterizing tone when tone is a 
factor in comprehension. 

3 The candidate demonstrates good overall comprehension of literal content of a 
sample of spoken language, though some details may be misunderstood or missed.  
The candidate shows some ability to infer information implied in a sample of spoken 
language, though some subtleties may be misinterpreted or missed. 

2 The candidate shows partial comprehension of a sample of spoken language, 
discerning some main ideas but failing to understand other major ideas and details.  
The candidate generally fails to infer information or discern tone in a sample of 
spoken language. 

1 The candidate fails to demonstrate understanding of major points in a sample of 
spoken language, showing comprehension only of isolated words and phrases.  The 
candidate fails to infer information or discern tone in a sample of spoken language. 

 



 

¢ READING COMPREHENSION IN THE  
 TARGET LANGUAGE 

Sample Test Directions for the Reading Comprehension  
in the Target Language Assignment 
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DIRECTIONS FOR SECTION FOUR 

READING COMPREHENSION IN THE TARGET LANGUAGE 

 
Section Four of this test consists of a reading comprehension exercise that involves reading a brief 
passage in the target language and then responding in writing to an assignment presented after the 
passage in your test booklet.  Your response may be written in either the target language or English.  
Write your response on page 5 of the answer document under "Section Four."  Your score will be 
based solely on the response you write on page 5 of the answer document. 

Your response to the assignment will be evaluated on the basis of the following criteria: 

• LITERAL COMPREHENSION:  accuracy and completeness in comprehending literal content 
of written language  

• INFERENCE:  demonstrated ability to infer information implied in a reading passage, including 
subtleties such as tone 

Turn the page and continue with Section Four. 



 

Sample Reading Comprehension in the Target Language Assignment 

SUBAREA IV: READING COMPREHENSION IN THE TARGET
 LANGUAGE 
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For this section of the test, you will read a brief passage in the target language and respond in 
writing to an assignment presented in the target language in your test booklet.  The passage 
may be drawn from a newspaper story, a magazine article, a travel guidebook, a literary work, 
or some other text in the target language.  The assignment will require you to do one or more of 
the following tasks: 

• summarize information stated in the passage, 

• make an inference from the passage (e.g., the writer's implied attitude toward the subject, 
the relationship between two or more fictional characters), or  

• recall one or more details from the passage. 

An excellent response will demonstrate a thorough and accurate understanding of the elements 
of the passage that the assignment requires you to discuss.  Because this exercise is designed 
to test your reading skills and not your writing ability, you may write your response in either the 
target language or English.  You may wish to use the language that is more familiar to you. 

 
  (You will read in the test booklet in English:) 

 10. Read the story below, written by a student for a writing assignment on the theme, "The 
Immigrant Experience"; then write your response on page 5 of the answer document in 
either the target language or English. 

  (You will read in the test booklet in Serbo-Croatian:) 

Jednom davno jedna ptica je odlučila da odleti dalje i više nego ostale ptice iz jata.  Uronila je u 
oblake, pa iz oblaka daleko preko mora.  Osjećaj leta je bio predivan.  Sloboda je bila zadivljujuća.  
Kad su joj se napokon krila umorila, ptica je pogledala oko sebe i vidjela da je sama i daleko od 
kopna. 

Uplašena, ptica se okrenula i poletjela kući, ali uskoro su je krila izdala i spustila se da se odmori 
na hrpi morske trave koja je plutala na talasima.  Bila je bezbjedna od utapanja, a morska trava joj 
je pružala sklonište i hranu, ali ptica je uskoro shvatila da nikada neće moći da ode, jer neće imati 
prostora da uzme zalet za polijetanje.  Uzdahnula je i smjestila se što je udobnije mogla. 

S vremenom je naučila da lovi ribu i nalazi drugu hranu zaranjajući glavu u vodu.  Pila je kišnicu 
koja bi se skupila u udubinama morske trave.  Od vjetra se skrivala dublje u morskoj travi. 
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Ptica je pokušala da se što bolje prilagodi tom novom svijetu, prateći sve šta vidi i čuje, 
pokušavajući da pogodi gdje će struja da je odnese svaki dan, tražeći druge ptice po nebu, 
zadržavajući nadu i interes o položaju u kom se našla, umjesto osjećanja samoće i straha.  Čak  
je naučila pomalo i da razgovara sa ribama i ostalim stvorenjima koja su živjela u moru, kad bi 
uspjela da ih malo zaustavi da je poslušaju. 

Ptica je mnogo vremena provela gledajući unazad preko velikog mora prema svom nekadašnjem 
domu.  Život je bio dobar.  Bilo je dovoljno hrane.  Bilo je bezbjedno.  Ali svijet u kom je ptica 
živjela nije bio stvoren za nju. 

Napišite odgovor u kojem: 

• ukratko sažimate glavnu poruku pisca,  

• opisujete raspoloženje koje pisac stvara u eseju, i 

• objašnjavate kako pisac koristi detalje za prenošenje svoje glavne poruke i raspoloženja. 

 



 

Performance Characteristics for Reading Comprehension  
in the Target Language Assignment 
Candidate responses are scored holistically based on the extent to which the response reflects a 
command of the skills included in the following performance characteristics. 
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LITERAL 
COMPREHENSION 

accuracy and completeness in comprehending literal content of written 
language 

INFERENCE demonstrated ability to infer information implied in a reading passage, 
including subtleties such as tone 

 

Scoring Scale for Reading Comprehension  
in the Target Language Assignment 
The four points of the scoring scale correspond to varying degrees of performance.  The 
following statements describe typical responses at each score point. 

Score Point Score Point Description 

4 The candidate demonstrates thorough understanding of the literal content of a 
reading passage, including virtually all significant details.  The candidate accurately 
infers information implied in a reading passage, even if this is subtly conveyed in the 
text. 

3 The candidate demonstrates understanding of the main idea of a reading passage, but 
misses some details.  The candidate shows some ability to infer information from the 
text, but may misinterpret some subtleties. 

2 The candidate shows only partial understanding of the main idea of a reading 
passage.  The candidate generally fails to make inferences from written text. 

1 The candidate fails to extract the main idea from a written passage, demonstrating 
comprehension only of isolated words and phrases.  The candidate fails to make 
inferences from written text. 



 

¢ WRITTEN EXPRESSION IN THE  
 TARGET LANGUAGE 

Sample Test Directions for the Written Expression  
in the Target Language Assignment 
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DIRECTIONS FOR SECTION FIVE 

WRITTEN EXPRESSION IN THE TARGET LANGUAGE 

 
Section Five consists of a written expression assignment in the target language.  The assignment 
appears on the following page.  A list of suggestions is provided to help direct your response to the 
assignment.  It is not necessary that you cover every point on the list, nor are you limited in your 
response to those points indicated.  You are, however, required to write about the general assignment 
that you are given, and part of your score will be based on the degree to which you elaborate on the 
assignment by addressing either the suggested points or points of your choosing. 

You may use any blank space provided after the assignment to make notes, write an outline, or 
otherwise prepare your response, but remember to record your final response on pages 7–8 of the 
answer document under "Section Five."  Your score will be based solely on the response you write 
on pages 7–8 of the answer document.  Your response must be written in the target language. 

Your response to the assignment will be evaluated on the basis of the following criteria: 

• DEVELOPMENT:  fullness of development of the topic 
• COMMUNICATION:  effectiveness of communication, including sociocultural appropriateness 
• COHERENCE:  coherence and flow of language 
• VOCABULARY:  command of vocabulary and idiomatic expressions 
• SYNTAX:  handling of syntax and grammatical structures 
• MECHANICS:  accuracy of spelling or character formation, diacritical marks, and punctuation 

Be sure to write about the assigned topic.  Please write legibly.  You may not use any reference 
materials during the test.  Remember to review what you have written and make any changes that you 
think will improve your response. 

Turn the page and continue with Section Five. 



 

Sample Written Expression in the Target Language Assignment 

SUBAREA V: WRITTEN EXPRESSION IN THE TARGET LANGUAGE 
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Objective 0015 
Write a well-organized passage of moderate length (appropriate to the language) 
that is syntactically correct and appropriate in style and diction for a given 
audience, purpose, and occasion and that communicates a message effectively. 

 
For this section of the test, you will write in the target language a response to an assignment 
presented in the target language.  The assignment will contain a description of an imaginary 
situation and ask you to carry out a writing task that arises from the situation:  for example, 
writing a letter to a friend narrating an experience described in the assignment.  Your written 
response to the assignment in the target language will be evaluated on the basis of six major 
criteria: 

• fullness of development of the topic; 

• effectiveness of communication, including sociocultural appropriateness; 

• coherence and flow of language; 

• demonstrated command of vocabulary and idiomatic expressions; 

• accuracy in handling of syntax and grammatical structures; and 

• accuracy of spelling or character formation, diacritical marks, and punctuation. 

An excellent response to the assignment will fully address the assigned topic and develop the 
topic by extensive elaboration of specific points.  The message will be clearly and effectively 
communicated in a socioculturally appropriate manner.  Ideas will be coherently presented and 
the flow of language will be smooth and varied and organized into well-constructed sentences.  
The vocabulary used will reflect a broad command of the target language, and appropriate 
idiomatic expressions will be used.  The excellent response will exhibit control of grammar, 
avoiding errors in syntax that interrupt communication.  The response will be accurate in 
spelling or character formation and in the use of diacritical marks and punctuation. 
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  (You will read in the test booklet in English:) 

 11. The following question is a written expression assignment in the target language.  Write 
your response on pages 7–8 of the answer document.  Your response must be written in the 
target language. 

  (You will read in the test booklet in Serbo-Croatian:) 

Zamislite da planirate školsku ekskurziju za koju Vaši učenici trebaju odobrenje od svojih 
roditelja.  Napišite pismo na srpsko-hrvatskom roditeljima, starateljima i onima koji se brinu o 
učenicima u kojem objašnjavate plan putovanja i ljubazno molite za saradnju u jednostavnom 
obavljanju zadatka.  Možete da uključite, između ostalog, i sljedeće teme: 

• gdje učenici putuju i zašto; 

• šta će tamo da rade; 

• kakvu posebnu pomoć trebate od roditelja, staratelja i onih koji se brinu o učenicima, kao na primjer 
potpis na odobrenju ili pripremu hrane učenicima za ekskurziju; 

• očekivane koristi ekskurzije za učenike. 

 



 

Performance Characteristics for the Written Expression  
in the Target Language Assignment 
The following characteristics guide the scoring of responses to the written expression 
assignment. 
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DEVELOPMENT fullness of development of the topic 

COMMUNICATION effectiveness of communication, including sociocultural appropriateness 

COHERENCE coherence and flow of language 

VOCABULARY command of vocabulary and idiomatic expressions 

SYNTAX handling of syntax and grammatical structures 

MECHANICS accuracy of spelling or character formation, diacritical marks, and 
punctuation 



 

Scoring Scale for the Written Expression  
in the Target Language Assignment 
Scores will be assigned to each response to the written expression assignment according to the 
following scoring scale. 
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Score Point Score Point Description 

4 The candidate fully addresses the assigned topic and develops the topic by extensive 
elaboration of specific points.  A message is clearly and effectively communicated in 
a socioculturally appropriate manner.  The candidate's ideas are coherently 
presented, and the flow of language is smooth and varied in well-constructed 
sentences.  The vocabulary used reflects a broad command of the language and the 
use of appropriate idiomatic expressions.  There is control of grammar with only 
minor syntax errors that do not interrupt communication.  There is accuracy in 
spelling or character formation and accuracy in the use of diacritical marks and 
punctuation. 

3 The candidate adequately addresses the assigned topic, with some elaboration of 
specific points.  The message is generally clear, but command of sociocultural 
aspects of the language may be uncertain.  The candidate exhibits some 
awkwardness in phrasing of ideas.  The vocabulary used is appropriate but limited in 
expression and word choice.  There is good command of simple linguistic 
constructions and grammar but uneven command of more complex constructions.  
The writer makes few errors in spelling or character formation and few errors in the 
use of diacritical marks and punctuation. 

2 The candidate addresses the assigned topic in a very limited way, with minimal 
elaboration.  The candidate fails to communicate a fully understandable message.  
The candidate's ideas are presented in a disconnected manner that makes 
comprehension difficult.  The vocabulary is very simple, lacking some key words 
and expressions.  The use of grammar and syntax is so elementary that either little 
information is conveyed or, though the information may be advanced, its 
grammatical presentation is seriously flawed.  The candidate makes frequent errors 
in spelling or character formation and punctuation. 

1 The candidate ineffectively addresses the assigned topic, without elaborating any 
points.  The candidate makes only a few statements, which may be unconnected.  
There is an inadequate command of vocabulary to communicate a complete message.  
The errors made in the use of grammar, syntax, spelling, and punctuation are so 
frequent that communication is generally very difficult to understand. 



 

¢ ORAL EXPRESSION IN THE TARGET LANGUAGE  

Sample Test Directions for the Oral Expression Assignments 
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DIRECTIONS FOR SECTIONS SIX AND SEVEN 

ORAL EXPRESSION ASSIGNMENTS IN THE TARGET LANGUAGE AND IN ENGLISH 

 
For Sections Six and Seven of this test, you will speak on tape in response to two assignments 
presented in your test booklet.  You must respond to the first assignment in the target language and  
to the second assignment in English.  You will be given ample time to read each assignment in your 
test booklet and consider your response, then you will have two minutes to record your response to 
each assignment.  A list of suggestions is provided to help direct your response to each assignment.  
It is not necessary that you address every point in the list, nor are you limited in each response to the 
points mentioned.  However, what you say must be relevant to the situations with which you are 
presented, and part of your score will be based on the degree to which you elaborate on the topics  
by addressing either the suggested points or points of your choosing. 

You may NOT write in this test booklet.  You will be scored only on the responses that you provide 
on the tape after the announcer instructs you to begin speaking. 
 
Your responses will be evaluated on the basis of the following criteria: 
 
• DEVELOPMENT:  fullness of development of the topic 
• COHERENCE:  clarity and coherence of the message 
• FLUENCY:  fluency and ease of expression 
• VOCABULARY:  command of vocabulary and idiomatic expressions 
• SYNTAX:  handling of syntax and grammatical constructions 
• PRONUNCIATION:  pronunciation and intonation 

Once the tape has begun, it cannot be stopped, nor can you re-record a response. 
 
When you have finished reading these directions, please look up.  You will receive further 
instructions from your test administrator. 
 
Look up when you are ready to begin. 

 
STOP

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. 



 

Sample Oral Expression in the Target Language Assignment 

SUBAREA VII: ORAL EXPRESSION IN THE TARGET LANGUAGE 
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Objective 0017 
In response to a prompt, construct connected oral discourse in the target language 
that communicates a message effectively and that demonstrates a command of 
vocabulary and syntax appropriate to an educational setting. 

 
For this section of the test, you will speak on tape in the target language in response to an 
assignment that is presented in the target language in your test booklet and that contains a 
description of an imaginary situation that requires oral communication:  for example, resolving  
a problem you encounter while traveling in an area where the target language is spoken.  You 
will read the assignment in your test booklet and have one minute to consider your response, 
then you will have two minutes to speak.  The oral response that you record on tape in the 
target language will be evaluated on the basis of six major criteria: 

• fullness of development of the topic; 

• clarity and coherence of the message; 

• fluency and ease of expression; 

• demonstrated command of vocabulary and idiomatic expressions; 

• accuracy in handling of syntax and grammatical constructions; and 

• accuracy of pronunciation and intonation. 

An excellent response to the assignment will address the assigned topic and develop the topic 
by extensive elaboration of specific points.  The response will be delivered in a consistently 
clear manner.  The speaker will speak fluently, using a variety of sentences.  The speaker will 
show mastery of a broad vocabulary, including appropriate use of idiomatic expressions.  The 
speaker will handle simple and complex linguistic constructions, avoiding errors that interfere 
with communication.  The speaker will exhibit good to excellent pronunciation and intonation. 
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  (You will hear and read in the test booklet in English:) 

 12. Read the instructions below.  You will have 1 minute to study these instructions.  Then, 
when you are told to do so, begin to respond in the target language.  You may take up to  
2 minutes to complete your response.  You will be told when the 2 minutes are up.  You 
may begin studying the instructions now.  You will be told when to begin speaking. 

  (You will read in the test booklet in Serbo-Croatian:) 

Zamislite da Vas učitelj fizičkog vaspitanja škole u kojoj radite zamoli za pomoć u komunikaciji 
na srpsko-hrvatskom jeziku sa porodicom jednog od Vaših učenika.  Vaš kolega je otkrio da je 
učenik izvanredan u nekom sportu i želio bi da pozove učenika da se dodatno uključi u sportski 
tim.  Tokom školske godine, tim trenira poslije škole dva sata dva puta sedmično i igra nekoliko 
utakmica protiv timova iz drugih lokalnih škola.  Učitelj fizičkog vaspitanja se nada da ćete da 
dobijete odobrenje roditelja za uključenje njihovog djeteta u tim. 

Na srpsko-hrvatskom obavite telefonski razgovor u kojem ćete: 

(1) da se predstavite i objasnite zašto zovete, i 

(2) da opišete moguće koristi za dijete ako se uključi u ovu aktivnost. 

 
Obavezno obavite oba gore navedena zadatka.  Ako želite, možete između ostalog da uključite i 
sljedeće teme: 

• procjenu talenta učenika od strane učitelja fizičkog vaspitanja; 

• praktične informacije o treninzima i utakmicama; 

• društveno i sportsko iskustvo koje će učenik steći kao član tima. 



 

Performance Characteristics for the Oral Expression Assignments 
The following characteristics guide the scoring of responses to the oral expression assignments. 
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DEVELOPMENT fullness of development of the topic 

COHERENCE clarity and coherence of the message 

FLUENCY fluency and ease of expression 

VOCABULARY command of vocabulary and idiomatic expressions 

SYNTAX handling of syntax and grammatical constructions 

PRONUNCIATION pronunciation and intonation 



 

Scoring Scale for the Oral Expression Assignments 
Scores will be assigned to responses to the oral expression assignments according to the 
following scoring scale. 
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Score Score Point Description 

4 The candidate fully addresses the assigned topic and develops the topic by extensive 
elaboration of specific points.  The candidate delivers a consistently clear message.  
The candidate speaks fluently and uses a variety of sentences.  The speaker displays 
mastery of a broad vocabulary, including appropriate idiomatic expressions.  The 
speaker handles simple and complex linguistic constructions, making only minor 
grammatical errors that do not interfere with communication.  The speaker exhibits 
good to excellent pronunciation and intonation. 

3 The candidate adequately addresses the assigned topic, with some elaboration of a 
few points.  The candidate generally delivers a clear message.  The candidate speaks 
with some hesitation, using a limited variety of sentence structures.  The speaker 
uses appropriate but limited idiomatic expressions and vocabulary.  The speaker 
shows good command of simple linguistic constructions, with some errors in more 
complex statements, and makes noticeable grammatical errors that cause minor 
interruptions in intelligibility.  There are minor mistakes in pronunciation and 
intonation that do not interfere with communication. 

2 The candidate addresses the assigned topic in a very limited way, with minimal 
elaboration.  The candidate delivers a message that is intermittently difficult to 
understand.  The candidate speaks with frequent hesitation, using simple and 
repetitive sentence structures.  The speaker uses very simple vocabulary, lacking 
some key words and expressions.  The speaker handles only simple linguistic 
constructions, with uneven command, and makes frequent grammatical errors that 
significantly impede comprehension.  Pronunciation and intonation are sufficiently 
faulty to make comprehension sometimes difficult. 

1 The candidate inadequately addresses the assigned topic, without elaborating any 
points.  The candidate generally fails to communicate a clear message.  The speaker 
hesitates frequently, making speech sound fragmented and choppy.  The speaker 
exhibits inadequate command of vocabulary to communicate a complete message.  
The speaker shows little command of basic elements of sentence structure, grammar, 
and syntax.  Frequent errors are made in pronunciation and intonation, making 
speech generally very difficult to understand. 
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